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Wray contradicts Trump team
ROB PORTER » FBI, White
House differ on timeline
surrouding abuse claims
By JOSEPH TANFANI
AND NOAH BIERMAN
LOS ANGELES TIMES

Christopher
Wray
FBI director says
report on aide
finished last year

WASHINGTON — The director of
the FBI cast new doubt on the White
House’s version of when officials
learned of a key aide’s history of domestic violence allegations, saying

Tuesday that the bureau completed its security check on Rob Porter,
President Donald Trump’s staff secretary, last summer.
The issue of who in the White
House knew when about the allegations has festered for a week, a
longer lifespan than many Trump
White House controversies. Officials have offered conflicting timelines and failed to fully explain how
Porter kept his position in the West
Wing until last week, with access to
highly classified documents, despite

the serious accusations.
The furor has rekindled questions
about the competence of the White
House staff and the president’s willingness to disbelieve accusations
by women of abuse at the hands of
powerful men. It has also left White
House Chief of Staff John Kelly increasingly isolated.
White House officials have maintained they didn’t know all the details
of the accusations against Porter and
wanted to leave him in place because
the investigation hadn’t been finished.

But FBI Director Christopher
Wray, a Trump appointee, told the
Senate Intelligence Committee that
the bureau provided a partial report
on Porter last March, submitted a
completed investigation in late July,
and sent requested follow-up information in November.
“We administratively closed the
file in January, and then earlier this
month we received some additional information, and we passed that
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New suit
targets
facility
operator
Woman says she, other
Varenna residents were
abandoned during blaze
By PAUL PAYNE
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A worker installs water-absorbing wattles Tuesday around an area where fire debris is removed at a property along Adline Court and Sylvia Drive
in Glen Ellen. Sonoma County is taking steps to defend its watersheds and prevent landslides in the burn zones during winter rains.

County making push to protect watersheds, homes from future calamities
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

s Sonoma County tries to prevent
its scorched landscape from contaminating local watersheds, government officials are exploring additional
measures to help the environment withstand another major firestorm, including
a possible expansion of controlled burns
and rules requiring more landowners
clear defensible space around their homes.
Crews are already installing gauges

around the major burn zones from the
October wildfires to monitor rainfall
and stream levels, aiming to develop an
early-warning system for conditions that
might trigger flooding and landslides.
The effort is one of several underway
to defend the county’s watersheds from
exposure to fire debris, especially from
runoff when it rains — although precipitation this winter remains only 60 percent
of average.
During a workshop on natural resources recovery Tuesday, county supervisors

welcomed an update on the watershed
protection efforts.
But board members pushed for additional steps as county officials craft a longterm plan geared toward recovery from
October’s wildfires and resilience when
future disasters strike.
“We’re coming into a fire year — another one — with very low rain,” said Board
of Supervisors Chairman James Gore.
“I’m just saying, we have to prepare for
TURN TO DEFENSE » PAGE A2

US election system remains target for Russians
INTELLIGENCE ASSESSMENT » Top advisers warn
spies emboldened by 2016 success, lack of deterrents
By ELLEN NAKASHIMA
AND SHANE HARRIS
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The nation’s top intelligence chiefs
were united Tuesday in declaring that Russia is continuing efforts to disrupt the U.S. political
system and is targeting the 2018

midterm election, following its
successful operation to sow discord in the most recent presidential campaign.
Their assessment stands in
contrast to President Donald
Trump, who has repeatedly
voiced skepticism of Russian
meddling in the 2016 election.
At a Senate Intelligence Com-
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King, I-Maine.
The
disconnect
between
Trump and his senior-most intelligence advisers has raised
concerns that the U.S. government will not be able to mount
an effective plan to beat back
Russian influence operations in
the upcoming midterm election.
And Director of National Intelligence Daniel Coats said there
is “no single agency in charge”

mittee hearing on worldwide
threats, the non-Republicans
in the room demanded to know
what the intelligence community is doing to counter Russia’s
actions and whether Trump has
given explicit directions to them
to do so.
“We cannot confront this
threat, which is a serious one,
without a whole-of-government
response when the leader of the
government continues to deny
that it exists,” said Sen. Angus
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A 94-year-old Santa Rosa
woman who alleges she was
abandoned in her bed along
with other elderly residents of
Varenna at Fountaingrove as
the October wildfires raged all
around them is suing the facility’s owner, Oakmont Senior Living, claiming the company made
no effort to evacuate her.
Barbara Jeanne Pierce is the
latest assisted living facility resident to sue Oakmont Senior
Living in the wake of the blazes
that raged across Sonoma County, killing 24 people and destroying 5,130 homes.
In November, a group from
neighboring Villa Capri sued
Oakmont, alleging employees
left behind at least a third of
the nearly 70 senior residents,
including some with dementia.
They escaped with the help of
family members before the facility burned to the ground.
Pierce, who lived next door
at Varenna, is making similar
claims. Her 19-page suit filed
Monday in Sonoma County
Superior Court says Oakmont
employees “made no effort to
ensure she did not die alone in
her apartment during the fire.”
At least three Varenna resiTURN TO LAWSUIT » PAGE A8
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